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Dedicated to the memory of Gus Eforymson 

Let C c R» be an embedded smooth real algebraic curve. Let R[C] 
(resp. [~c = (~(C, (9C)) denote the ring of real polynomial functions 
(resp. of global regular functions) on C. If Ic (resp. Jc) is the ideal of 
C in R[Xl9 ...,Xn] (resp. in [Ru = [ (R», 0R„)), then we have [c ~ [Rw/Jc Ä 
AT-iR[C] where N = {s e R[C] | s(x) # 0 VxeC} and R[C] ~ R[Zl5 

. . . ,Z W ] / / C . 
Let <g be the abstract curve of which C is a realization; to each em

bedding (p: <g -• R^ corresponds a f.g. R-algebra P = R[p(<^)] = R ^ , 
. . . , Xtfyipw which is called an affine respresentation of ^ and has the 
property that |~<g> — NplP where NP = {s e P\s(x) =£ 0 for each x e 
<p(&)}. The various affine representations of ̂  can be compared by intro
ducing on the set of isomorphism classes of affine reprentations of ^ 
the following ordering relation -< : "given two affine representations P, Q 
of <g then P < Q if there exists a homomorphism if R-algebras P <-• Q 
which extends to an isomorphism \<e ~ NpxP ^ NQ 1Q ^ [<#. We assume 
that all the affine representations that we consider are regular as schemes 
(this is always possible). We say that P is "the canonical" affine represen
tation if P < Q, for every other Q. Since to each affine representation cor
responds a complexification (uniquely, up to isomorphism), we mix up the 
two notions. So, given two complexifications C', C", we say that C < C" 
if there is a real open immersion C" <-• C'. 

In this setting the main result we know is the following (cf. [3]). 

THEOREM 1. A smooth affine real curve <g has a canonical complexifica
tion if and only if it is either rational or embeddable as a non-compact 
subspace o/R3. 

The above machinery can be used in order to find some results on the 
problem of complete intersection. We recall the following definition (cf. 
[2]): "an integral domain R which is a f.g. algebra over a field k, is called 
an abstract complete intersection (ACI) if there exists a polynomial ring 
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S = k[Xi, . . . , XN] such that R is an epimorphic image of S with kernel 
a complete intersection ideal". 

For a real smooth affine real curve <̂ , we prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM l.Iftf has an embedding <p: <g -+ Rn such that J9m is a com
plete intersection ideal in [Ru, then there exists an affine representation which 
is an ACI. 

If <% is an affine real curve, we say that <% is an ACI if there exists an 
embedding <f>: <g -» Rw such that rv — N_1P with P an ACI in the sense 
of [M. K.]. 

THEOREM 3. An affine real curve <g is an ACI if and only if the module 
of 1 -differentials Ö^ /R has a free resolution of length ^ X.If^is smooth 
and ACI then any embedding in Rw, n ^ 4 is a complete intersection. 

Finally we have the following examples related to a question posed in 
[1]. 

EXAMPLE 1. A smooth real affine curve (of genus 2) whose canonical 
complexification is not a complete intersection. 

EXAMPLE 2. A smooth compact real affine curve (of genus 3) which has 
a complexification which is a complete intersection and another which 
is not. 
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